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AIR 

 

Sound heals and clears the room of excess energy. Sound vibrations have the ability to change our 

cellular structure and that of our environment 

Bells, Chimes, Gong, Drums 

Mantras - chanting in ancient languages have more power (Latin, Sanskrit, Hebrew, etc) 

 

Breathing techniques ventilate the organs and reduce stagnation 

Alternate nostril breathing - close right nostril and inhale through the left.  Close left nostril and 

exhale through the right.  Inhale through the right nostril, then close off. Exhale through the left nos-

tril.  Repeat for at least 10 breaths 

Deep abdominal fire breathing - inhale and allow the belly to expand, exhale and allow it to flat-

ten.  Focus on the forceful exhale, pulling belly inwards, and then inhale naturally.  Quicken the 

pace.  Aim to do up to 100 fire breaths in one session  

 

Colour: YELLOW  Direction: EAST 

 

 

FIRE 

 

Heat dissipates excess energy 

Exercise - raises our internal temperature to burn away negative emotions 

Burning - set afire anything you wish to banish from your life 

Fiery foods - stimulate metabolic processes (internal assimilation) 

Candles - colour correspondences based on intent, flame sends energy into the ether 

Smudging - smoldering herbs or incense removes negative energy from self or space 

 

Colour: RED   Direction: SOUTH 
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WATER 

 

Water physically cleanses and is the most common tool used in ritual 

Baths, Washing hands / feet - physical cleansing 

Baptism, Holy water - spiritual cleansing 

Sea water, Salt scrubs - spiritual cleansing 

 

Colour: BLUE  Direction: WEST 

 

 

EARTH 

 

Earth is the most grounding of all the elements 

Food, Herbs - ingestion of more natural foods and herbs for healing 

Mud / Mineral baths - detoxification and re-mineralization of the body 

Salt - rub on skin whilst in shower, use in water (1 tbsp) for laundry or mopping 

Essential oils - burn oils in a diffuser or use a few drops in bath to affect your mood 

 

Colour: GREEN   Direction: NORTH 

 

 

SPIRIT 

 

Spirit is essential to remove the ego and tie all the elements together 

Reflection, Meditation - quiet time needed to return to self 

 

Colour: WHITE / GOLD  Direction: ALL DIRECTIONS 
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